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Submitted by Sue Anderson, Chair 
 
Deadline Reminders:  
February 6, 2017 Deadline for submission of requests for inclusion in the fall 2017 
printed Program of Classes. Note: Requests approved after the Program is posted 
may still be included on the Web based list of courses for fall 2017.  
February 6, 2017 Departmental commitment to the Associate Dean of Curricular 
and Faculty Development of faculty resources to teach Gateway Colloquia (2017-
2018 academic year).  
February 17, 2017 Deadline for submission of requests to CC for faculty action in 
2016-2017. If CC receives proposals after this date, it may need to postpone 
consideration until the following academic year.  
February 20, 2017 Deadline for submission of course fee requests to the Mellon 
Center for Fall 2017 registration; if approved, the Mellon Center processes and 
sends requests to the Registrar’s Office by March 6, 2017. 
 

• CC has met twice since the last faculty meeting and minutes have been 
approved and released to the general faculty for both of those meetings.  At 
our January 25th meeting we discussed the “Signature Work 
Communications Task Force Document”.  Since we had an extended 
discussion on this document and know that others are interested in this 
topic, I am including the document in my report to be sure it is widely 
distributed and will be open for discussion at the general faculty meeting.  

 

The Signature Work Communication Task Force’s document: 
 
Today's students will participate in a global economy fueled by successful innovation, and they will 
engage with diverse communities that need solutions to intractable problems. This demands an education 
that explores issues from multiple perspectives and across disciplines, and that helps students apply what 
they learn to real-world situations. (Association of American Colleges & Universities)  
 
As we grapple with today’s competitive higher-education landscape, we need to expand on the rich 
faculty student interaction and experiential learning opportunities that set Illinois Wesleyan apart. We are 
working hard to create exciting, collaboratively engaged innovations, with a goal to allow each student to 
be able to show the world just what he or she is capable of doing, even before graduation.  
 
Opportunities for internships, study abroad, and the creation of meaningful scholarly and creative work 
contribute to the long-term advantages that our graduates enjoy. We want to go even further and ensure 
that every student has the chance to complete what we're calling "Signature Work" during their time here.  
 
The expansion of Signature Work at Illinois Wesleyan will strengthen student engagement. At their best, 
Signature Work projects are related to a question or problem that is important to the student and to 
society. At the same time, these projects allow students to demonstrate deep mastery of complex subjects, 
spanning one or more academic departments. Importantly, Signature Work takes different forms, 
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depending on students’ abilities, interests and goals. Projects range from traditional student-faculty 
research to team-based work that spans academic disciplines. 
 
Signature Work:  
 
• Ensures that graduates synthesize and apply their learning to complex problems; 

• Involves tight collaboration between students and faculty;  

• Is highly personalized, reflecting individual interests, abilities, and preparation;  

• Includes a significant project integrating students' intellectual, social, and personal learning experiences; 
and  

• Allows each student to assume significant ownership of an independent academic undertaking.  

This guided work clarifies the enormous advantages of a liberal arts education. It adds emphasis to what 
we have historically done well. We are training leaders, who are able to think and work clearly, 
analytically, creatively, critically, and persuasively. An increased focus on Signature Work is a strategic 
move that will elevate and differentiate Illinois Wesleyan – and the students who engage in these 
experiences. 
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